Abstract
SCRAN is a rights clearance project, grant-aiding the digitisation of assets in exchange for a non-exclusive licence for their educational use. It is also a resource disclosure and delivery project: SCRAN acts as a Metadata repository, pointing to individual digitised assets in its own resource base and to objects in the real world, as well as acting as a gateway to other electronic collections.

In this regard, SCRAN has experience to share as an early implementer, both of the Z39-50 Search and Retrieve Protocol and the Dublin Core Metadata Element set for cross-domain access.
On Scotland
One of the countries of the United Kingdom, Scotland has a land mass twice that of The Netherlands (31,510 square miles) but at 5 million less than one-third of its population.
Scotland is renowned as a tourist attraction with glorious scenery and a long and colourful
The National Grid for Learning
SCRAN was already positioning itself as a creator of educational resources when it was set up late in 1996. Since then, the UK has elected a new Government whose declared priorities are "education, education and education" . How Information and Communications Technology (ICT) can improve the delivery of education is articulated in the Green Paper on The National Grid for Learning (1). The analogy is with an electricity supply system, and great emphasis is placed on wiring up every school in the country, but there is also full recognition that, just as an electricity distribution grid would be useless without power stations, it will only be worth investing in an educational network if it includes appropriate providers of educational content.
This demand for digital content is also reinforced in the report of the Library and Information Commission The Peoples Network (2), and the UK Government have now responded by providing a further £50 million sterling to begin to satisfy it (3).
Content and Copyright
